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Deprived of welfare state support, Higher education has changed markedly since the mid 1960s,
mainly due to its privatisation. The neoliberal university has taken hold in many developed countries
so that nowadays the imperatives of Higher Education have moved away from a liberal, openly
accessible, broadly based education to one that will “commercialise scientific research, launch
entrepreneurial degree programs, establish industry partnerships, and build entrepreneurial cultures
and ecosystems”.1 This shift manifests itself in an anti-intellectual criticism of the university (often
framed in terms of spatial metaphors of ivory towers, echo chambers, halls of mirrors, cloisters, and
silos) as well as in ambitious real-estate developments, opening of overseas campuses, and expansion
of property portfolios with new buildings in which one finds an excess of ‘spaces for collaboration’,
‘vibrant meeting points’ and multi-coloured, office-style soft furniture. Because the university has
been characterised as being cut off from real-world concerns of the office workplace, many Higher
Education institutions now use business strategies to incorporate real-world experience within
education.
This issue of Architecture and Culture entitled ‘Space to Learn/Think/Work: The Contested
Architectures of Higher Education’ invites submissions that directly address the realities of Higher
Education and neoliberalism worldwide, whether from areas that have embraced new, overtly
market-driven educational models or from those which have actively resisted change. Can educators

and architects redefine the role of the university in society in the West and the East to avoid The
University in Ruins?2 If so, how?
How does the discipline of architecture respond to the changing reconfigurations of learning, which
are spatial as much as political and economic? In architectures that overtly serve the needs of the
market more than pedagogy, critical theorist Douglas Spencer writes that “lecturers are not provided
with private or fixed office space, but required to locate and use available space in open-plan offices
on an ad hoc basis. Students are subjected to the same freedoms, having to find for themselves areas
in which to study. The negotiation of space is itself an education in creativity, a skill to become
practised in. Students are to behave as ‘intelligent nomads’”.3 Where what is prescribed for the
university are learning landscapes,4 informal learning environments, marketplaces of exchange, hubs
of innovation, incubators of new talent and even virtual platforms for delivery of teaching, there is an
urgency to question whether space for thought and criticality has disappeared, and to assert where
pedagogy takes place.
As space-saving exercises lead to contestations of ‘the studio’ and other spaces for creative and
critical thought, Architecture Schools that abandon the studio, it is claimed, can become more
relevant to the workplace by occupying co-working spaces, cultural institutions, or architectural
practices, or by undertaking live projects.5 How do these approaches challenge or become complicit
with the agendas of real estate and further activity that aligns the university with business and the
market? Are academics and students being pushed out into the ‘real world’ through limited studio
and teaching spaces, whilst the incubator and business hub take up space in the university?6
Is the discipline of architecture as an exemplary creative practice far too amenable to the imperatives
of neoliberal economics, turning both students and academics into innovative, creative, selfmotivated, flexible and ultimately exploitable entrepreneurial subjects? And if educators have
acquiesced in Higher Education’s managerialism and corporatisation, what are the consequences for
the bodies of academics and students?
Alison Mountz et. al. have called for a temporal resistance to the compression of time frames and
expectations of high productivity in the university.7 How might we specify spaces for slow scholarship,
make room for critical thought, and manifest a spatial resistance to the imperatives of (economically)
productive collaborative encounter, engineered serendipity, and nomadic expertise?
This issue of Architecture and Culture invites critical analysis of the neoliberal university and its spatial
practices in the here and now. We invite contributions from academics and practitioners in
architecture, cultural theory, interiors, and related spatial practices, in philosophy, and other
[disciplinary] areas.
Contributions might address, but are not limited to, the following themes:
The architectures of education
The academic-industrial complex
Spatial practices of resistance
The incubator (Entrepreneurs in the University)
The Live Project (Academics in the Real World)

-

Studio practice and the competitive workplace
Academic labour, administration and performance review
The Managerial University and the Corporation
Real estate, the university brand and signature campus buildings
The new University of Excellence and commercially driven market forces
The University Establishment, class/gender/race and social mobility
Picket lines and teach-outs
Academic exile or defection – leaving the Higher Education context
The spatial forms of ‘slow scholarship’
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Igea Troiani (PhD) is an architect, academic and independent filmmaker who has worked in Australia,
Germany, the U.K. and China. Her portfolio of research experience is in architectural history and
theory and is based in three areas: 1) the social production of architecture (in modern architectural
history and contemporary education and practice); 2) architecture, neoliberalism and labour; 3) new
modes of architectural scholarship. In addition to her written publications, she produces theory as
film; since 2004, she has made films on the politics of architectural production, most recently under
her production company Caryatid Films. She is a founder of Original Field of Architecture (Oxford,
U.K.) with Andrew Dawson. This issue of Architecture and Culture expands research she has
undertaken on “Architecture Capitalism in Architecture Schools”8 which forms part of a manuscript
she is currently writing entitled The Game of Life: In Architecture (Forthcoming 2019, T&F).
Claudia Dutson holds a PhD in Architecture from the Royal College of Art, and has trained in both
architecture and media studies. In the 1990s she worked in new media consultancy at the height of
the dotcom boom–and subsequent bust–and has returned to the topic of Silicon Valley with her
current research into the architecture and spatial tactics of Facebook, Apple and Google. Her practice
is interdisciplinary, combining architectural techniques of drawing and model-making with
performance, video and virtual reality. She has taught architecture, experimental design and
interaction design and is a Tutor in Design Products, and Senior Tutor in the School of
Communication, Royal College of Art.
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